Annenberg Library Databases

**Academic OneFile**
Academic OneFile contains 8,000 academic journals, the majority in full-text; podcasts and transcripts from NPR, CNN, and the CBC; and full-text New York Times articles from 1985.

**Academic Search Premier**
One of the most useful databases for Pine Manor students. It contains full text articles from more than 4,500 journals, most of which are peer-reviewed.

**Biography in Context**
Biography in Context allows Pine Manor students to search for people based on name, occupation, nationality, ethnicity, or gender. It provides information from encyclopedias, magazines, newspapers, and multimedia sources.

**Boston Globe (ProQuest Newspapers)**
This source provides full text access to The Boston Globe from 1980 to the present.

**Business Collection**
Use this database to research all business and management topics. Includes directory listings for over 150,000 companies as well as analysts' reports on major companies and industries.

**CQ Researcher**
Each CQ Researcher report offers in-depth, non-biased coverage of political and social issues. Topics include health, education, the environment, technology and the U.S. economy.

**Criminal Justice Collection**
Find information about law enforcement, terrorism, homeland security, forensic science and many other criminal justice topics.

**Directory of Open Access Journals**
Directory of Open Access Journals is a free database providing access to scientific and medical journals published online. Search the full-text collection of over 63,000 articles. Limit your search to biology, medicine or science.

**Educator's Reference Complete**
Educator's Reference complete is a collection of more than 1,100 articles and 200 reports (most full-text) focusing on all levels of education, educational administration and policy.
Encyclopedia Britannica
Find background information on a wide range of topics in this easy to use online encyclopedia.

ERIC (EBSCO)
This ERIC database provided by EBSCO publishing is easy to search and includes abstracts of documents and journal articles on education research and practice.

Expanded Academic ASAP
This interdisciplinary database offers access to scholarly journals, magazines and newspapers - with full text and images.

General OneFile
A one-stop source for news and periodical articles on a wide range of topics: business, computers, current events, economics, education, environmental issues, health care, hobbies, humanities, law, literature and art, politics, science, social science, sports, technology etc.

Global Issues in Context
This database allows Pine Manor students to browse global issues and topics. It provides information from encyclopedias, magazines, newspapers, and multimedia sources.

GreenFILE
A collection of scholarly, government and general interest articles about environmental issues.

Health Reference Center Academic
Use this database to find background information on health topics.

Literary Reference Center
Literary Reference Center is easy to search and includes plot summaries, synopses and work overviews, articles/essays of literary criticism, author biographies, book reviews, classic and contemporary poems and short stories, author interviews, classic texts and more.

Literature Resource Center
Biographical information, overviews, full-text literary criticism and reviews on more than 130,000 writers in all disciplines, from all time periods and from around the world.

Medline
From National Library of Medicine, this is a citation and a full text database. It a subset database of Academic Search Premier focusing on medicine and biology.
**Medline Plus**
This is a guide to health topics provided by the National Library of Medicine and the National Institutes of Health. Obtain information about symptoms, causes, treatment and prevention for over 900 diseases.

**National Archive of Criminal Justice Data**
This source provides data about criminal justice in the United States.

**National Criminal Justice Reference Service**
This source offers information and links on topics such as crime, drugs, juvenile justice and corrections.

**Nexis Uni**
Nexis Uni (formerly known as Lexis-Nexis) is a source for national and international newspaper articles, business news, and legal information.

**Novelist**
NoveList is a resource which assists fiction readers in finding new authors and titles.

**Online Encyclopedias (Salem Press)**
Includes encyclopedias in biology, business, community health, and social and political systems. This resource allows you to search multiple reference books simultaneously. These books are also located in print on the first floor of the library.

**Opposing Viewpoints in Context**
Opposing Viewpoints in Context allows Pine Manor students to search contextual information and opinions on hundreds of today's hottest social issues. It provides information from encyclopedias, magazines, newspapers, and multimedia sources.

**Popular Culture Collection**
This database provides articles that both analyze and contribute to popular culture.

**PowerSearch (Gale Databases)**
PowerSearch allows users to search across multiple Gale databases simultaneously.

**PsycARTICLES**
This database provides full-text, peer-reviewed scholarly and scientific articles in psychology. Approximately 150,000 articles are available from over 70 journals.
PubMed
PubMed is a service of the U.S. National Library of Medicine that includes over 18 million citations from MEDLINE and other life science journals for biomedical articles. PubMed includes links to full text articles and other related resources.

PubMed Central
The U.S. National Institutes of Health’s free full text version of PubMed.

Science in Context
Science in Context provides background information on science and biology. This includes topic overviews, magazines and academic journals.

Small Business Collection
The database offers content that includes insights, tips, strategies and success stories for business students and entrepreneurs.

Teacher Reference Center
Teacher Reference Center provides abstracts of articles from the most popular journals and magazines for teachers and administrators.

U.S. History in Context
This database provides information about U.S. history from primary sources, encyclopedias, magazines, newspapers, and multimedia sources.

Web Gallery of Art
Web Gallery of Art has over 38,000 searchable images of European paintings from the 11th to the 19th centuries.

World History in Context
This database provides information about world history from primary sources, encyclopedias, magazines, newspapers, and multimedia sources.